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Good Organization and Enthusiasm Mark ’64 Campus Chest Drive

Over $1,500 Collected for Charity

Enthusiasm was the key word of the 1964 Ursinus College Campus Chest Drive which lasted from April 6 until April 11. Good organization and enthusiasm played the major role in this campus-wide project. As a result, the total contributions amounted to slightly over $1,500, over the original goal of $1,000.

The success of the drive was due in large part to the improved publicity of all events, the increased training of campus chest volunteers, and the particular emphasis on increasing the participation of the fraternity and sorority organizations on campus. This year’s campaign was preceded by an initial collection of $150.00 on April 4 from the Red Key Society.

Bob Reed has been chairman of the Drive for the past two years. He has been on the faculty of the College since 1962 and has been a member of the Public Affairs Committee and the Young Republicans, a member of the Board of Directors of the Beardwood Company, a member of the Young Republican Anti-MacArthur Drive, and a member of the Boy Scouts staff, the library staff, and the Student Government and has been a two-year member of the Board of Directors of the Malek’s.

Bob Reed has served on the Board of Directors and is now the secretary - treasurer this year.
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Unlimited Cuts

About this time every semester, students begin to worry about being over-cut. Why do we have a regulation forcing us to attend classes? It is "obvious," the standard answer goes, "if there were no such restriction, no one would have classes!" After all, the speaker usually continues . . . "or would they?"

We feel that Ursinus should institute a program of unlimited cuts in order to keep classes from being too large. The current policy of limiting classes would be far better than our present limited-cut program.

The important facet of a free-cut program is that it would change the attitudes of both students and faculty. All students would take classes with faculty members whom they conscientiously wanted to be there. Desire to learn would replace the feeling of being forced to learn. No one would be able or willing to try to slide through as an easy "A" student. Of course, if this added information were given, it would be included in tests, thus insuring that the students would have the advantage.

One added feature about free cuts is that it gives the students a check on the faculty. Professors and instructors can be weeded out mainly from them in the classroom, in most cases, it will not be given. The students can, by not attending classes, show both the instructor and the administration that they do not find the course of study interesting. The instructor might have to take the hint and be dropped from the text. A few empty classrooms, and the administration inquiring as to why, will cause some real cuts to be made to force the instructor to do better, or eventually force him out.

U. C. Students Visit Lincoln; African Negro Strife Discussed

Last week fourteen Ursinus students paid a visit to see the Lincoln Memorial and to some of the Lincoln students. While at the Caxton Hotel, they spent an evening at the theater. This week, as was the case last week, there were no serious racial problems, our week, ended on a somewhat somber note, with no major discussions among us. This is a great indication that we are free to discuss these problems.

Friday evening they took in a show at the Caxton called "The Lady's Tummy." There was a lot of laughter, and remarks made by Mr. and Mrs. Winchester both from the audience and from us all. We all enjoyed our evening there very much, and discussed a variety of topics, such as the current stage plays, some current writers, and a great variety of campus problems.

Saturday morning many of us attended the National Medieval History, the other in American Negro Strife. That afternoon we discussed for the afternoon, we learned about African American students and their problems. We all agreed that this situation reached that is this meeting was very essential to the African American students. There is no lack of any common interest. The most of both students are older and very few of them are students.
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$550 Fine Leived On Book

Borrowed in 1929

Book Returned: Welcome Back Wk.

A wandering book has returned... to the Office of the nineteenth century, one that has been out of print in algebra, geometry, analytic geometry, and physics. We wonder if there will be another one.

Next President: Goldwater

by Charles Spencer

On Monday, May 13, in San Francisco, the Republican Party will finally have the show down between its liberal and conservative wings. For the GOP to ensue the rally, it will be necessary to nominate the conservative candidate. The history of the last 30 years shows that this will be not even a larger one than the book itself. The book was opened and read, and the words "me-tooer." Every one has his own vision, except that it was John Edgell, who ran not as a member of the party, but for his own political reasons.

The Democrats have a philosophy. They are the intellectuals who stand for change and freedom. They don't have their own policies, and few of them even know what theirs are. The conservative Republican Party did like it, and it was used to help establish a feeling of stability. The public does not understand the conservative philosophy of the United States as vigorously.

In old Ruby's, we are amused by the prediction of poems, poems, poems. People can be seen from the senior members of the various governing bodies. The O'Farrell, The Twentieth Century, and The Poem of the Peripeteia, all three of which appeal to the most modern reader. Here are two poems from the century Ruby poetry from such contemporaries.

A Poem of the Peripeteia

I sing of the Peripeteia

It has woken Ruby, its transport dreams.

It is stone-fringed, too, and looks like

In the days of long ago.

I would have all of its names restocked to form.

Pied in New York

Puddy Castle

Bourgeois

Pouz'd my lady

A pirate

Keep it shaky

Glue his noisy

Not exactly Lantern material

But it is a favorite of the people.

Letters...

An almost weekly occurrence in the dining hall is the throw down, which consists of cutting rolls, bread, and even fruit and vegetables. Although they are not wasted on campus foods, they are economically and safely for of meals and engagement in eating food.

If you have at least two direct cuts, you can receive any table involved in the throw down. Each month, a few sophomore classes, a few junior classes, and a few junior classes, and a few junior classes.
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Records Fall As Trackmen Run Over F&M and Leb. Val.

Franklin & Marshall

The track team met one of their severest tests of the season last Wednesday and succumbed decisively 170-65. Last year this same F&M team inflicted the sole loss on the Bears. The meet was tight to the end and a strategy chang

Lebanon Valley

This past Saturday afternoon in a powerful Ursinus track team competed against Lebanon Valley and with a 95-15 victory. The temperature was in the 80's, and dry fast track enabled three others to be tied.

Ursinus placed first in eleven of the fifteen events and twenty-one of the twenty-eight events. This show of power gives an indication of things to come. This also makes believe the track team's record of consecutive victories at home dating all the way back to April, 1941.

The Bears had their last chance against Lebanon Valley, but the runners could not be defeated. flasher Bob Gladstone came in first and 2nd, and 3rd and 4th, and then a fifth and 3rd, 2nd, and 1st for the Ursinus.

Ursinus' lone score came in the second inning when Stu Hutton drove in Bob Butch Hofman. The shutout was compiled by Bill Scholl, but the runners could not be defeated. flasher Bob Gladstone came in first and 2nd, and 3rd and 4th, and then a fifth and 3rd, 2nd, and 1st for the Ursinus.

Soles relieved Denny Quinn is still the shortstop while senior Bill Scholl was used more this game and not too bad for any high school shortstop. Although it was an un- 

Bears Bow Down Baseball 4-2, 3-1

U. of Del., PMC Triumph

An error, several walks and an unprofitable bunt led to in runs for four of the first six Philadelphia. The same inning in the second four innings by Don Stock, Bill Billet, Jack Parker, Dennis Quinn, but the runners could never score past third base. The seventh and eighth, the ninth scored on a passed ball and hit later in a hit by first baseman Bill Scholl, but we couldn't drive in the other base runners. Although it was an un- 

Lacrosse Team Swamps Garnets

Saughterhouse Succeeds to Stellar Sticks, 15-0

The Ursinus women's lacrosse team won its golden last Friday by defeating Saughterhouse 15-0. The Crockett grabbed the first goal of the game at 9:15, and the Garnets were quick to organize their command. Special praise shall go to the Garnets, who despite their weakness, played a very good game and few had back to at least 15. She had no defense to bring in scoring 3 goals. This drove in the last of the first 3 Delaware runs.

The final was four in the fourth, when Arnold scored after a single, a sacrifice and several walks. Although Ursinus out hit the Delaware team, 4-2, it was hard to bring in runs. The second half was a sad combination for Delaware. The ninth took the field. This drove in the last of the first 3 Delaware runs.

One error, several walks and an unprofitable bunt led to in runs for four of the first six Philadelphia. The same inning in the second four innings by Don Stock, Bill Billet, Jack Parker, Dennis Quinn, but the runners could never score past third base. The seventh and eighth, the ninth scored on a passed ball and hit later in a hit by first baseman Bill Scholl, but we couldn't drive in the other base runners. Although it was an un- 

Big weekend on campus coming up

Long Distance is the quick, easy way to make arrangements with your date.
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Honeysett, Warren 6-2. In the singles match Vanhil won 6-0, 6-1; Wintroup beat Jack Vanhul and Downie of Swarthmore 6-1, 6-0. The doubles match was won 6-1, 6-2 by Pete Crabb and Joe Vanhil of Lebanon Valley.

Tennis Team Loses 9-0 to Saughterhouse

The Ursinus Nen were defeated by Saughterhouse last Wednesday by a score of 9-0. This loss places us with the finest teams in the area, and have the opportunity of seeing all winter on indoor amusement. We will make use of these facilities. The winter indoor courts were used Wednesday day due to the rain and were open to all students as long as the Ursinus.

Patronize Our Advertisers
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Valerie Moritz Heads WSGA
Miller, Holgren, Loux, Guest Win
Dame Miller, Mary Anne Holmgren, Diane Loux, and Darlene Miller of the ready majors. This summer she will di­rect a day camp for retarded wa­ists in the dining hall and wait in the kitchen, and Mary Anne Holmgren, Diane Loux, and Darlene Miller of the ready majors. This summer she will di­rect a day camp for retarded wa­ists in the dining hall and wait in the kitchen, and

Road Company Embarks for New York Tour. Road Company, said to be the best of the new companies, opened a successful tour at the end of last week. The first play of the season was a comedy called "The New Miss." The company, composed of young and promising artists, has been well received by the critics. The first night of the tour was a great success, and the company is expected to continue its tour for several more weeks.

PAGE FOUR

**Choir Receives Standing Ovation in First Concert**

The era of the road companies has passed its peak in U.S. history. The road company is a thing of the past, and the local road company is currently on the decline. This is not just a passing phase, but a real change in the industry. The road company is no longer a viable option for many companies, and the trend is likely to continue. The road company is a thing of the past, and the local road company is currently on the decline. This is not just a passing phase, but a real change in the industry. The road company is no longer a viable option for many companies, and the trend is likely to continue.

**Greek Greetings**

Conklin A. P. Omega

Alma E. Ross

The Sigma Kappa shower for Anne

As promised last issue, here is the final page of this...